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The Importance of Belonging

 Assaults on belonging 

Mindsets for Belonging-centered Practices

 Critical awareness

 “Seeing” students through empathy

 Allies vs. Saviors 

Practices for Re-integrating Belonging into Math Instruction 

 Coordinating & adjusting instruction for connection to students’ lives (HLP #6)

 Analyzing instruction for improvement (HLP #19)



Academic Motivation 

• More efficacy

• Better meta-cognitive awareness

• Greater self-regulation 

• Self-determination Theory

• Attribution Theory



• A fundamental human need

• A source of motivation & worth 

• Related to emotional health

• Belonging stress can impede cognition
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How do we support belonging within 
an educational system that never 

intended for Black, Brown, and poor 
children to belong?







Pedagogy of Poverty (Haberman, 1991)

Schooled for 2nd class citizenship

Real education is for the privileged

This student realized:

 “We’re not being considered”

 “This is not for kids of color”

 “We’re being taught to hold open doors”



Teachers & curricula are often unconscious perpetuators of the 
assault on belonging

 “My teacher asks me easier questions than other students”

 “My teacher prefers the textbook method instead of mine”

 Interests/experiences of students are not reflected in content 

Contributions from the people group of students is absent 

 In mathematics “correctness” signals belonging 



Like I don't see why we need equations in life, graphing. I understand if 
you want to work with math; a math teacher, engineering, or like a 
scientist you need to know that stuff. But I don't want to deal with 
nothing that has to do with math. 

 Nina, Latina female, 9th grade

 I don't think that math is useful outside of the classroom.... I don't 
understand what tables and graphs have to do with going out of school 
and living everyday life. I understand the future when you get certain 
jobs and stuff, but for now I don't think it's worth it. 

 DaShane, African American Male, 9th grade
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Understanding the historical 
context of disenfranchised youth

What is knowledge & who has it?

Maintaining status quo replicates 
current power structure

Apple, 2004; Darder, 2012; Matthews & Lopez, 2018



Seeing

oBeyond student attributes 

oMultiple facets of the person

oStrengths

oFrustrations

oEmotions

oAspirations

Through Empathy

•Evaluating them through the 
complex lens that you would 
evaluate your own behavior or 
that of someone you love



…she was like "I know, I get it, I've always failed math, I'll just do summer 
school". She's already in her head gonna take algebra II in summer school… 
“Don't you want your summer, though? You're a junior, how old are you? 
When's your birthday?" Found out she's a Sagittarius and I go "Oh me too!" 
tried to - you know, try some kind of connection,... Found out she likes 
English, she's doing well in her English class. So, Ms. [teacher name], who's 
well-read, I don't like to read, suggested this book that she thought that any 
teenage girl would like. So I borrowed the book and I gave it to [student 
name],… I read the book just so I could have a book club talk with her, never 
read the book. Just gave it back to me...nothing worked. Um, what else did I 
try? … like, just anything, anything outside of class just to find something that 
would make her smile and see that I'm human, I'm not just here to give you a 
grade...

Mrs. Emmett, Algebra II



See paper @ TeachingWorks.org



What’s something you’ve been chewing on from 
this talk so far? Or something that has struck you? 

Share with the person next to you

Or 

Tweet about it



oThe Role of Belonging

oAssaults on belonging 

oMindsets for Belonging-centered Practices 

oCritical awareness

o“Seeing” students through empathy

oAllies vs. Saviors 

oPractices for Re-integrating Belonging into Math Instruction 

oCoordinating & adjusting instruction for connection to students’ lives (HLP #6)

oAnalyzing instruction for improvement (HLP #19)



4HS OF BELONGING-CENTERED INSTRUCTION 

Home

Hobbies 

Hopes 

Heritage 



4HS

(Walkington, Sherman, & Howell, 2014)

Interviews w/ your students about math & real life 



4HS

This activity is more than just “getting to know” 
students, it is geared toward showing them that 
their knowledge and experiences are important 

to your instruction and their own learning



Gorgio

7th Grade Student

Newark, NJ

“B” student in math 

Mild behavior problems at times

Has been to NYC ≈ 5-7 times 



• Did you get a sense of his Hobbies? 

• His Hopes? 

• Does he have expertise?

• How is his expertise related to math?

• How can we help him see it? 





In June, 2007 Steve Jobs introduced the first version of the 
iPhone for $499. This was the first smart phone ever released 

by Apple. In 2017 the iPhone 7 Plus was the latest model 
and was priced as $769. What has been the percent increase 

on the price of the iPhone from 2007 until 2017? 

Model how you would solve this problem, solve, and explain 



Typical word problem protocol: 

1) Reading closely to determine the appropriate info & procedure 

2) Model the problem mathematically; extract the numbers; set up equation

3) Solve the equation; Compute   Answer

4) Re-insert the answer  WP to interpret conceptual & contextual meaning 

To ‘finish’ a word problem is to explain it conceptually and 

contextually, not just procedurally. 



So what does a 54% increase in the iPhone actually mean? 

oIt means I could buy 1 ½ iPhones 10 yrs ago for the price of 1 iPhone today!! 

oIs that fair? What might be some reasons that explain this? 

 Inflation: Money is worth less than it was in the past, therefore you need 
more money to buy the same things now

Apple Markup: Apple realized that they have a really popular product so 
now they are able to charge more money for it

Better Product: Maybe today’s iPhone is actually 54% better than it was ten 
years ago (faster, more options, more storage space). 



Drs. Ball & Goldin @ TeachingWorks

Principals, Teachers and Students @ NPS

Newark Identity Project Team
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